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Bekisco DPF Cleaning Machines provides high pressure
water cleaning process.
This process is suitable for all cars and heavy trucks.
The Bekisco DPF Cleaning Machine ensure that the oil 
and dirt inside the filter removed without damaging the 
filter.Bekisco DPF Cleaning System is cheaper than other systems 
( ultrasonic washing , cutting, immersion washing , burn ( ultrasonic washing , cutting, immersion washing , burn 
cleaning ) because the whole cleaning process is finalized 
automatically on a machine.
All you have to do is simply wash and dry your desired minutes 
and degrees and start the machine with test system, you can see 
difference 
before and after washing.The Bekisco DPF Cleaning Machine 
providesup to 98% efficiency providesup to 98% efficiency 
after washing.
You can wash all filter types (passengers, lorry, truck and EURO 6) 
together with the equipments we will provide.
Bekisco Turbo Washing Machine provides high pressure 
water cleaning process.
The Turbo Cleaning Machine water pressure up to 150 mbar and 
you may cleaning all types turbo and auto repair spare parts with you may cleaning all types turbo and auto repair spare parts with 
hot water and standart chemicals. The Turbo Washing  Machine 
using by hand as manually in cabinet.  
Bekisco Parts Washing Machine provides high pressure water and  
rotating basket cleaning process.
There are washing nozzles and rotating basket. You may clean 
all types spare parts in your garage with Bekisco Parts Washing 
Machine automatically. Machine automatically. 
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FILTRATION SYSTEM

The Bekis DPF Cleaning 
Machine have 2 filtration 
tubes and Cartriges and 
Bag filters inside tubes.
There are 5 pieces cartrige
s filters and these filters 
aare 50 microns. 
The Bag filter useful for 
filtering large dirties. The 
Cartriges filters useful for
 filtering small dirties.
You may use same water 
in the tank many times 
ththrough by cartriges and 
bag filters.



HYDRAULIC CONNECTION 
        and PLATFORM 

Bekis DPF Cleaning Machine 
provide easy cleaning with 
hydraulic connection and 
platform system in cabinet. 
You may press your small 
dpf with hydraulic connection.
IIf you have great dpf , you 
may press your filter with 
platform systems.
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TW-2001 TURBO CLEANING 
               MACHINE
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PARTS CLEANING MACHINES

PAW-1001 PAW-2001 PAW-3001






